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A=Track length

A= Track length

Heavy Weight
Uncorded Track
Fitting Instruction

5cm

5cm
15cm minimum*

15cm minimum*
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The end brackets must be positioned 5cm in from the end of the track. Then evenly
space the remaining brackets between the end brackets. Mark the position on the wall or ceiling
ensuring they are level.

Cut to size.Go to step 03 if no
adjustment is required.
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[02A]

1.5m 2.0m 2.5m 2.1m

15cm

*For larger windows and thicker curtains,
this dimension can be increased so
the curtains don’t obstruct the window
when open.
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Wall installation
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[02A]

Sold separately
Ceiling or window
recess installation

6mm

[04]

Manufactured By Concord Link Co. Ltd
Made in China

[02B]
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Sold separately

[06]
Safety
Note:
Wall plugs & screws provided are
suitable for solid walls only. For any
other type of wall or celling ensure
correct wall plugs & screws are used.
If in doubt, seek professional advice.

Locate the last curtain
hook in the hole in the
end stop.

Bay window fitting

Average 3 sided angle bay,
approximate bracket position

Average 5 sided angle bay,
approximate bracket position

This track will fit around bay windows. Simply follow the same procedure as steps 01 to 08 but pay special attention to the following instructions.
Note: Do not over-bend or pre-bend the track.
1) Take care when bending your curtain track. If bent too far the curtain track glider channel may disort and prevent the gliders running smoothly.
With the front of the track facing you, bend with a gentle, sweeping curve between the brackets.The help of another person will make installation easier.
Bending the rail is easier if the rail has reached room temperature.
2) Offer straight rail up to brackets and working from the centre of the bay, attach each bracket and p rogreessively bend the track around the corner.

Argos Limited
Avebury,Milton Keynes, MK92NW.

www.argos.co.uk

Wipe clean with a soft
dry duster.
Never use any water,solvents,
scourers,abrasives,bleach,
acids,strong detergents,
aggressive chemical cleaners
or solvent-type cleaning
solutions on the product.

[06]

Average right angle bay,
approximate bracket position

Care Instructions

